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The valuable growing experience of our First grade students in TISLS' vegetable garden, our 11th
graders' public speaking contest and the meaningful recognition for the team that represented us on
the soccer Milo Cup 2021 are part of the activities we had during october, and that you can read in
this 6th edition of Be TISLS.

GROWING

PUBLIC SPEAKING

TEAM WORK

Experience-based education is
what our First Graders are
applying in Science class, with
the responsability of upkeeping
our vegetable garden. With this
activity, our students where
able to witness the growing
process of plants, and aseume
tasks such as taking care of a
living thing.

An outstanding performance
had our 11th Grade students, in
this year's version of TISLS
traditional
Public
Speaking
Contest. After writting and
prepareing a speech using
persuasive
techniques
and
oratory
devices,
they
demonstrated great oratory
skills
in
different
and
interesting topics.

The sport spirit and good team
behavior
shown
by
our
students
at
the
soccer
tournament Milo Cup, was
recognized
by
the
organization, that awarded
TISLS with the highest score in
the category “Fair Play Spirit”
during the first stage of the
competition.

EDUCATIONAL GARDEN

11TH GRADE CONTEST

MILO CUP 2021

A NIGHT WITH ART
2022 CLASS
On Friday october 15th, our
school was the setting for a
new Encounter with Art, in a
night in wich over 200 pieces
where auctioned between the
assistants. As a tradition, the
part of the money raised, aims
to support different activities
for our 2022 Class.

MATH TALENTS

drama

A MUCH ANTICIPATED RECOGNITION
Our Math academy students
achieved
a
significant
and
important participation in the 2019
school national championship CMAT.
This recognition, could’nt take
place before, due to the social and
sanitary state since december 2019.
This month, after almost two years
since their participation, our
students finally recieved their
deserved diplomas and trophies.
Congratulations!
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and Juliet, a group of
members of our “No
More

Drama,

Drama

Club” represented us
in the V Festival de
Poesía
Clásico,

y

Teatro
Pedro

Calderón de la Barca.

